
winged words

A portfolio of paintings and drawings
by james C CMchristensenstensen

introductory commentary by charlene R winters

sisters is a painting that draws an audience two women face each
other in striking profile the clothing and jewels one wears indicate
comfort and riches the seconds indicate poverty with a gown of similar
style but with coarse material long wornwom to tatters yet both faces are
identical are they biological sisters are they sisters whose bond is the
shared link of womankind are they sisters in spirit despite their
differences are they in fact equal the art conceals and reveals

sisters a recent painting by BYU faculty artist james C
christensen is part of a series ofnew works he displayed in a late autumn
one man show in both utah and connecticut sisters as well as the other
art in the show could be peeled layer by layer to reveal deeper symbols
and intentions the same could be said of christensen whose career has
expanded beyond the comers of the university and the intermountain
west to interested galleries and audiences on the east and west coasts

my own metamorphosis in sisters came as I1 painted it says
christensen 1I first thought the poor woman would be virtuous and the
rich one elitistelitist but I1 realized most people I1 knew were closer to the rich
ladys side and most were fine good people I1 almost slid into the
common falsehood of assigning intrinsic virtue to poverty and inherent
evil in having the goods of this world he chose instead to have both
women serve the best way they could the poor lady has a white violet
the symbol of hope and faith the other a strawberry also humble but a
representation of the fruitful man the lady with money has the ability
to do more good works and because of her means she ought to yet her
strawberry is not quite ripe maybe there is more for her to figure out

there is no doubt more to be discovered in all of christensensChristensens art
but christensen prefers to leave most of the understanding to the viewer
believing there is so much more to a painting ifyou have to find it vern
swanson director of the springvilleSpringville museum ofart feels that jims art
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gives us room to interpret we can jump in but well discover we have
a long journey to find the end in his work

christensensChristensens art has the advantage of significant popular success
people like it willing audiences see his shows in the early 1980s he
provided several paintings for time life books enchanted world
series in 1984 NASA featured low tech christensensChristensens lighthearted
tribute to space exploring barnstormersbarnstormers for its twenty fifth anniversary
exhibition visions of other worlds the folger shakespeare
memorial library in washington DC offers a christensen poster that
is a montage of the bards plays and characters since 1985 the
greenwich workshop in trumbull connecticut has used christensen
as its only fantasy painter among a stable of acclaimed artists that
includes americana specialist charles wysocki creative wildlife artist
bev doolittle and western artist tom lovell christensen has managed
these assignments and others while teaching full time at BYU

christensensChristen sens work is usually finely even elaborately detailed
using a style focused on clarity of subject form color and detail he has
worked as a commercial illustrator but his work transcends illustration
when I1 began taking fantasy work seriously I1 used it primarily as

illustration he says 1I painted the pictures in my mind that grew as I1
read peoples books these paintings communicated everything imme-
diately usually a necessity in the commercial book market now
however the fantasies are my own and my choices are more symbolic
im using metaphors and fantasy parables to tell stories that will teach
inform enlighten and even amuse

often for example he uses fish in his work symbols of profound
life hell follow the idea of fishing as a way to extract the unconscious
elements from deep sources elusive treasure legend or wisdom

christensen propels himself in new directions to keep his art fresh
to himself he challenges his technical expertise for example by moving
from acrylic to oil changing his scale or working in a more abstruse way
he thinks of himself as a a player in the scene of contemporary art
but not on the cutting edge of mainstream artists by this he means he
is not trying for a new york show to establish a reputation being
represented by galleries on both coasts doesnt count only new york
counts and then only in a narrow geographic area where a group of

critics and recognized galleries meet to identify and direct contemporary
art movements new movements seem to evolve every year and a half
I1 dont want to play that game because a lot of it is not valid many new
york artists seem to have traded their souls for good public relations
losing the passion or belief that drives them

hell be an art school of one if necessary and said if I1 am ever
identified with the mainstream culture its because the culture has
moved toward fantasy it appears the culture is moving that way
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